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The King County Library System Foundation creates opportunities to bring literacy, learning and library access to all members of our community.

The KCLS Foundation extends the library’s ability to meet the needs of our community members, to be innovative and to be relevant to residents who have an expansive range of ages, cultures, languages and interests.

King County Library System spans 2,300 square miles and serves 1.3 million people through 46 libraries and an array of online services and community outreach programs. While King County is renowned as one of the top markets for book sales and is one of the most technologically advanced communities in the United States, it is also an area that includes tens of thousands of adults and children who are not proficient readers. The King County Library System is the third busiest circulating public library in the country with more 21.3 million items checked out in 2009, yet there is a significant portion of the population that does not use library materials for information, education or enrichment.

The KCLS Foundation provides the venture capital for library initiatives and pilot programs that address community needs, the funding for value-added programs and resources and the critical support to help ensure that our public library system is vibrant, relevant and central to our lives.

Each year, nearly 150,000 children and adults benefit from KCLS Foundation-supported programs.

Here is a summary of program support in 2009.
For more information, visit www.kclsfoundation.org.

Literacy: Encouraging Readers of All Ages

*Literacy is the “entry pass” to education, society, culture and quality of life. Providing opportunities to enhance Early Literacy skills throughout our community.*

- Reading to and with young children is one of the most effective ways parents can support brain development and early learning skills. In 2009, the KCLS Foundation continued to support the Ready to Read program with funding for **Fiestas de Alfabetización**, which provides early literacy training to Spanish-speaking parents. Fiestas involved 784 parents in the workshop series and 972 children participated in the programs.

- The KCLS Foundation provided support for the **Books for Babies** program. Public Health Nurses delivered 6,605 board books in seven languages, early literacy DVDs and reading tips to new mothers in low-income areas of the county. The **Come to the Library** DVD, also funded by the Foundation, features library spokespuppets Dewey & Sketch, stories and reading tips. The DVD is also distributed free to offices of local pediatricians.
Learning: Enhancing the Pursuit of Knowledge

Motivating the improvement of reading and comprehension skills and encouraging the pursuit of knowledge.

- The popular Summer Reading Program—Be Creative @ Your Library—attracted 43,645 young readers and rewarded 23,754 readers for reaching their 1,000-minute goal. Pizza Hut generously supported the program, which helps kids maintain and enhance their reading skills during the summer. In addition to general support, the KCLS Foundation provided funding for buses to bring thousands of summer school students to libraries for programs and activities.

- Reading skills are vital to academic achievement, especially in the early grades. Ready, Set, Read! challenges kids to set goals and establish the reading habit. Eighteen school districts promote the program in elementary grades. In 2008-2009, the Foundation provided 10,067 books to students who completed their 400-minute goal.

- The Global Reading Challenge combines great books and quiz show questions in a fun and fast-paced contest. In 2008-2009, 1,666 fourth- and fifth-grade students on 238 teams from 18 school districts competed in these challenging “battle of the books” competitions. The program encourages students to work together as a team and the competitions are spirited, with the motto “You Always Win When You Read a Book.”

- Students seeking help with homework can visit Study Zones in nearly all libraries. Volunteers contributed more than 7,522 hours and tutored 5,940 students in Math, Science, Social Studies, English and Reading. The KCLS Foundation also funded free SAT classes for students in low-income communities.

- In 2008-2009, 5,805 teens read 32,577 books in the Read 3, Get 1 Free program. For each set of three reviews, a teen selected a free book as a reward (10,859 distributed). The Foundation also provided prizes for the Read • Flip • Win contest where teens filmed book reviews and trailers.
Libraries: Reaching Out, Enhancing Access

Outreach Programs bring in visitors, many of whom experience the library for the first time. These programs enhance the patron experience and encourage repeat visits.

- The Game On! program is successful in bringing in new and returning youth, mostly boys, to local libraries. In 2009, the 813 Game On! events attracted 13,265 youth to libraries to test their skills with video games.
- The KCLS Foundation sees significant value in building a new generation of librarians who will serve our community in the decades ahead. The KCLS Foundation provided seven scholarships for KCLS staff members seeking their masters’ degrees in library and information science.
- The KCLS Foundation welcomed more than 1,000 visitors to new library preview events. The Foundation presented awards to members of Friends of the Library groups and hosted more than 100 guests at the annual Friends of the Library recognition event.
- To assist residents during challenging economic times, the KCLS Foundation supported the award-winning Look to Your Library events, including a full week of extended hours and in-person coaching.

Celebrating Authors and the Joy of Reading

- The KCLS Foundation’s annual Literary Lions Gala, held at the Bellevue Library, welcomed 325 guests and featured 30 local authors, including keynote speaker Garth Stein and emcee Nancy Pearl.
- Believing that reading is transformational, the KCLS Foundation funded extensive training in readers’ advisory topics. Nancy Pearl, America’s favorite book reviewer, presented workshops for all KCLS staff members. The Foundation also funded research into reading habits of residents in preparation for launching a major reading initiative for adults in 2011 titled TAKE TIME TO READ.
- The Big Read program, funded by the National Endowment for the Arts, brought together thousands of readers to discuss the featured book, The Call of the Wild, by Jack London. KCLS also presented programs for children, featuring a companion title, Hatchet, by Gary Paulsen.

Looking to the Future and Transforming Lives

Libraries are wondrous places to explore, with miles of books and resources to fill minds with ideas and information. Libraries provide abundant opportunities for our family, friends and neighbors to access vital resources that launch new projects and transform our lives. Investments in Early Literacy and reading programs will reap substantial benefits for our entire community.

Thank you for your philanthropic support and for helping to create a community of readers.
Transforming Lives
The Story of One Young Reader

Given his unique challenges, nothing has ever come easy to our son, Will. Diagnosed at birth with a profound hearing loss, Will benefited from an early diagnosis, intervention services, hearing technology and a specialized oral-deaf preschool. Now Will can hear and understand spoken language, and he communicates at levels above his age group and rarely stops talking.

Will picked up a board book and at 2½ years old sounded out his first word. We assumed reading was around the corner. But as he got older, and the print in his books became smaller and more words appeared on each page, Will began to resist reading – vehemently. We chose to home-school him for kindergarten and to focus on basic skills in a pressure-free environment. Then we discovered that his vision was impaired, making reading difficult and frustrating.

After several months of vision therapy, phonics training and hours and hours reading aloud to him, Will slowly dropped his resistance and cautiously showed an interest in trying to read. He asked to try school again and started Kindergarten in June. During Will’s second week of school, local librarians gave a presentation to his class about the summer reading program, Be Creative @ Your Library. Will came home very excited and he explained how you track your reading time by coloring in circles on an artist’s pallet for every 20 minutes that you read, and best of all, there were prizes: a Pizza Hut personal pizza when the reader reaches 500 minutes and an 80-piece art kit at 1,000 minutes. The summer reading program provided Will the incentive to read and read and read.

Each morning we discussed how much we had read at bedtime the night before and Will would fill in the circles. Throughout the day, we would track the amount of time Will read. He used the same crayon, Crayola pine green, to color in his circles.

Will was so proud once he completed his first pallet in early July, and enthusiastically went on to filling in another. Mid-month, when the prize day arrived, Will was already at 1,260 minutes. Soon after his ‘home’ library branch (Fall City) opened, Will entered the library and was greeted warmly, and he proudly showed his completed pallet, which the librarian initialed at the 500 and 1,000 minute marks. Ceremoniously, Will received his certificate of completion, a bookmark, his Pizza Hut coupon and his treasured art kit. He was told that he was the 1st person in Fall City to claim his prizes and this made him feel like the most accomplished reader on the planet.

Will completed three more 1,000-minute pallets. He used the same crayon, until it snapped in half under the pressure of a dedicated hand. Each time, the librarian initialed his pallet and congratulated him with words full of praise, respect and enthusiasm. Instead of prizes, Will would write his name on a construction paper cut-out of a crayon or a paint splotch, which were displayed in the library window.

On September 15th, Will completed his final pallet. A full-time first grader, Will now reads at a 4th grade level.

Be Creative came along at the perfect time for Will. He moved from being a cautious reader who just needed a little confidence, incentive and praise (from people other than his parents) to a thriving and voracious reader whose skills are more developed and whose interest in learning more is limitless. The program really got through to Will and turned his emerging reading skills into a love of reading! And all this happened between June 15 and September 15, 2009.

Anne D.
Our Vision
A community of avid readers and eager learners served by a public library that offers abundant learning opportunities for everyone. A community of lifelong learners that turns to and relies on the public library for inspiration and information.

A library that overflows with intellectual adventures, innovative programs and incredibly easy access to information. A library that is a vibrant and relevant component of our community.

Our Mission
The King County Library System Foundation promotes literacy, learning and libraries by providing support beyond public funding for initiatives and resources that enable the King County Library System to better serve the needs of our community.

Your Gifts Support Your Community and Your Library

The KCLS Foundation receives designated workplace gifts through Coalition for Charitable Choice, King County Employee Giving Program, King County Library System Workplace Giving Campaign, Microsoft Giving Campaign, TRUIST, United Way of King County and Washington State Combined Fund Drive. We greatly appreciate this community of literacy and lifelong learning.

The KCLS Foundation welcomes gifts of cash and pledges, honor and memorial gifts, in-kind gifts, stocks, bonds, bequests and other planned gifts. In 2009 the Foundation received $872,030 in contributions, pledges and other support. The Foundation distributed $620,022 in support of library programs and activities and spent $397,963 on management and fundraising costs.

The KCLS Foundation is a 501(c)(3) nonprofit organization. Gifts to the Foundation are tax-deductible to the extent allowed by law.

The Foundation appreciates and acknowledges the generous corporate, foundation and community support provided through contributions of Board leadership, financial resources and in-kind services.

Leave A Legacy
You can transform lives by leaving a legacy for literacy, learning and libraries and by including the KCLS Foundation in your will or estate plan. Your legacy gift can benefit your favorite community library, provide future funding for books in the collection, ensure quality programming for children, teens and adults, or fund innovative pilot projects.

There are many creative ways to fulfill your charitable goals. You can leave cash, stocks, savings bonds, real estate and/or life insurance policies. And, by naming the KCLS Foundation as the primary or contingent beneficiary of your retirement assets, you can provide for the future through tax-advantaged strategies.

We welcome the opportunity to talk about your dreams for creating a community of readers and learners. For more information, contact Jeanne Thorsen, Executive Director, 425.369.3450, jthorsen@kcls.org or visit our website at www.kclsfoundation.org.
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**Pulitzer Circle $10,000+**
- Fred Meyer Fund
- Estate of Margaret Gripper
- K & L Gates LLP
- National Endowment for the Arts/Arts Midwest
- Puget Sound Energy
- Patricia and Leonard Shapiro
- Friends of the Woodinville Library

**Caldecott Circle $5,000+**
- Anonymous
- City of Bellevue
- Bookwalter Winery*
- Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation
- National Federation of Indian American Associations
- John Spaith
- Technical Furniture Systems, Inc.

**Booker Circle $1,000+**
- Anonymous
- Nancy Alvord
- Wendy Blight and Tara Barber
- Tom and Maria Barr
- Bellevue Friends of the Library
- Mark and Chris Berry
- Chris and Charles Blondino
- Debra and David Boyle
- Raymond Chan and Belinda Lam
- Sheila and Dennis Dahl
- Davis Wright Tremaine LLP
- Jane and David Davis
- Jill and Matt Deasy
- Kira Druyan and Joel Walker
- Jennifer Ellestad
- Federation of Indian Americans of Washington
- Fidelity Charitable Gift Fund
- Judith and Robert Fisher
- FOLK (Friends of the Library of Kirkland)
- Cengage Gale
- Garvey Schubert Barer
- Lynn and Michael Garvey
- Linda Glenicki
- Kari Glover and Thad Alston
- GPMCH Foundation
- Mary Frances and Harold Hill
- Mark and Tasha Hulak
- Pennie Clark Ianniciello
- Bill and Peggy Keough
- Martha Kongsgaard
- Wai-Fong Lee
- Richard and Beverly Luce
- MacDonald-Miller Facilities Solutions
- Patti Maltsberger
- Friends of the Mercer Island Library
- Kim and Eric Moen
- Mary Pigott
- Bill and Margaret Ptacek
- Puget Sound Energy Foundation
- Raman Family Foundation
- Friends of the Richmond Beach Library
- Emily and Ben Rollins
- Salchuk Resources, Inc.
- Stephanie and Douglas Smith
- The Spitzer Foundation
- Garth Stein
- Rick and Frances Taylor
- Jeanne Thorsen and Tom Mayer
- Julie and Leonard Vaughn
- Weinstein A\U
National Circle $500+
Anonymous
Sylvia and William Bailey
Jerene Battisti
Marijke Born
Kathryn A. Brown
Teresa and Matt Byers
Nancy and George Chung
Barbara and Ted Daniels
Friends of Fairwood Library
Sondra Friedman
Wendy Gelbart
Sue Gilbert
Mark Hamburg
Ann and Mark Hamburg
George Heidorn and Margaret Rothschild
Lisa Johnsen
Kay Johnson
Jay Kaplan
King Cassidy Corporation/Pogacha of Issaquah
Marcia Kusmaul and Mannfried Funk
Ruth and Terry Lipscomb
Robert Loichtie
Jeff Madden
Maple Valley Library Guild
Pam Martin and Robert Livingston
Deirdre Miller
Patrice L. Miner
Mithun
Greg and Carla Page
Douglas Pegors
Sarah Powell
Francis and Earle Reuther
Sian Roberts Doty
Evett and Susan Ruffcorn
Julia Schroeder
Bruce Schauer
Lynn G. Schrader
Schwab Charitable Fund
The Seattle Foundation
Brian Selby
Berta S. Seltzer
Ron and Eva Sher
Dean Smith and Shari Wetherby
Loretta Smith
James Solaequi
Rob and Kathleen Spitzer
Janet and Richard Thayer
Third Place Books
Adam M. Ulrich
Kazuo Umeta
Marsha and David Weil
Cynthia and Brian Whiteside

Edgar Circle 250+
Anonymous
Jeanne and Donald Adams
Patricia and Stephen Anderson
Tambie Angel
Bob and Clodagh Ash
Carrie Bagatell
Judy Bailey and Tim Wegner
Erica Bauermeister
Mary Lou and Peter Block
Katherine and Charles Blondino
Deeta and Hans Bohme
Elizabeth Bruno
Karen and Robert Bunney
Cynthia C. Burdick
Burien Library Guild
Richard Callahan
Jerry Clarke
Michael J. and Gail Coie
Community Foundation
Silicon Valley
Terrence Cyris
Karin and Robert DeSantis
Laura Dillaway
Pamela and Donald Drewel
Matthew Dubois
Jim and Ann Ewel
Expedia, Inc.
Linda Fitzhugh
DeAnne R. Flanagan
Kevin and Jennifer Fox
Marsha Freeny
Aaron and Vera Giles
Joanne Abelson and Christopher Goelz
Google
Ralph Gorin
Karen and Kenneth Graves
Lawrence Graves
Jean and John Hammerback
Nancy and Glen Hammond
Dr. Rockwell Hammond
Ingrid and Dennis Hansen
Chris Crandall and Chriss Harris
Lucy Helm
Susan and Ben Hempstead
Lisa Hill
Lorna and Stanley Holt
Michael Howe
Stanley Hungerford
Steven and Stephanie Kehrli
Angela & Jacob Kirkman
Debbie and Michael Kuehner
Anne Lathan
Paula and Ken Lehmann
Marjorie Leidy
Bonny and Roy Liljebeck
Barbara and Michael Luxenberg
Anonymous
Amy McGinnis and Henry Farber
Garett McGowan
Janice and James McGraw
Anthony Miles
S. Janene Nelson
Rosalie Olds and Christopher Toal
Pacific Northwest Writers Association
Darlene Pearsall
Linda Perkins
Jane and Gerald Pittenger
Jess Ramaker
Jane and Cary Reich
Josh Ring
Ruffcorn Mott Hintzler Stine
Gregg Schiller
Katherine and Leslie Scott
Kawithashri Seshadri
Bob Settles and Wyn Hilty
Jennifer Shaw
Julia and John Shaw
April and Roger Smith
Susan and Alan Smith
Norman Suzuki
Gail Trotter
Karen and Bill True
Kimberly Trulson
Jane and Don Volta
Tamara Watts
Sally West
James Wiggins
Claire Wilkinson
Anonymous
Bruce Adams
Margaret Adams
Lilyan Adatto
Javir Aithal
Kripa and Javir Aithal
Judith Alejos
Susan Allen
Patricia Anderson
Kathleen Isdith and
Richard V. Anderson
Karen and David Aoyama
Bank of America Foundation
Sherry Barchus
Diana Lee Barnes
Maureen Baskin
Barbara Becker
Mr. and Mrs. Marvin Becker
Ramona and Lance Behnke
Joan and Samuel Bell
Julie Ben-Simon
Lucille Berkowitz
Laurie Besteman
Suzanne Blanchard
Garrison Bliss
Gordon Bluechel and
Rebecca Talbot-Bluechel
Phils Bodle
Alen and Susan Boeker
Carla Boon
Laura Boyes
Boeing PAC Match Program
Julie G. Brand
Dana and Kent Breidenstein
Stanley Brooks
Jean Marie and William Brough
Margaret Brower
Alon Brown and Heidi Daigler
Kristi and Christopher Bryant
Susan and David Buckley
Melinda Carbon
Edith and Robert Carey
Janine Carpenter
Lisa and Ken Carpenter
Clifford Casey
Grant and Emilie Castle
Lorin and Terry Catudio
Charles D. and Lila L. Moore Trust
Miriam Charney
Wendy Chinn Lum
Martha Choe
Rajib and Neeti Choudhury
Jan and Leslie Claesson
Fiona Clauson
Monica and Tom Cokeley
Renee A. Cooper
Ann Crewsdon
Barbara and Peter Cummings
Molly and James Cuthbert
Evelyn Daly
Karen Daniel
Anne Dardenne and Bruce Helm
Karim and Alan Dashes
Barbara Daugherty
Leslie Decker
Sandra Dehmer
Janice DeLacy
Marilyn Dillard
John and Sherry Doucet
Linda Dougherty
Gabrielle and Stephen Dudley
Cristina and Robert Dugoni
Nancy Dunnam
Peter Durham
Tony and Judy East
Gail and Shmuel El-Ad
Michael Entin
Jennifer and Jeff Ernst
Rosenne Eskenazi
Melissa Falgout-Berube
Denise Feil
Elspeth and Bruce Ferguson
Vincent and Gillian Fernandes
Patricia and David Fischbach
Marlyn and Harold Fogelquist
Dave Forcucci
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Forsyth
Erik Fortune
Rita and Ed Fremouw
Lucille Friedman
Leanne Furugori
Matthew Gani
Thea Gast
Megan and David Gee
Daniel Glasser and
Michele Weinberger-Glasser
Allan Goldman
Roberta Goodnow
and Daniel Lipkie
Clathel Goodwin
Sunitha Gorty
Ann and Tom Gose
Robert Grady
Betty Rae and James Green
Verena and Basil Grieco
Mary Jane Gross
Ruth Guzd
Donald Guinee, Jr.
Catherine Habib
Gedion Haile
April Hale
Muriel Hall
Bill Hamman
Rexford Carleton and
Mary Hannigan
Elizabeth and LeRoy Hegge
Hank and Karen Heilberg
Judith Herman
Jolene Hiatt
Thomas Hildebrandt
Ellen and John Hill
Jaime and Aaron Hoard
Scott Holden
Heidi Houghton
Kim Houkal and John Schmeichel
Margaret and Richard Hudson
Linda and Joseph Iacolucci
IBM Matching Grants Program
Information School,
University of Washington
Ann and Leslie Irish
Island Market Co., Inc.
Akiko Ito
Rhoda and Wesley Jackson
The Jones Family
Irina and Andrew Kadatch
Steve Kahn
Pamela and Kim Kaiser
Louise Katzman
Susan Kelly
Judy Kennett
Kent School District
Gretchen and Jared King
Leon and Starr Klube
Gretchen Knapp
Kerry Kneeland and
Robert Rogowski
Holly Koelling
Suzanne Kotz
Anne and Lawrence Krypel
James Larus
Bobette Lee
Valencia and Gary Lee
Sharon and Alan Levy
Jane Lewis and Patrick Bydalek
Merrilyn and Wesley Lingren
Frances Lloyd
Raveendrnanthan Loganathan
Jacob Lorch
James Lorus
Michael Lucero
Cherie Lund
Phyllis and John Mackenzie
Mary Beth Maines
Matthias Mainone
Suzanne Matsen
Jill and Kevin Mayer
Carolyn and Eric McClanahan
Beverly and Joe McDonald
Colleen and Peter McGough
Bob and Robbie McMahon
Donna McMillen
Margaret McNicol
Michael McPhail
Anne and Bruce McTavish
Laura and Keith Medleau
Susy Huey Mei Hsu
Sergey Melnik
Irene and John Meulemans
Donna and Eugene Mikov
Alyssa R. Miller
Julie Miller
James Milliken and Alaine Miller
Jed Moffitt
Bernadette and Michael Monroe
Dolores Montpetit and
William Schmidt
Patty and Rick Morrow
Nancy Morse
Monica Muller
Katherine Murray
Lensey and Isaac Namioka
Rosemary Namit-Toth and Bill Toth
Tonya and David Namura
Venkat Narayanan
Sarah Navarre
Network for Good
Jean and Jack Newman
Theresa Nix
Michael and Bonnie Omura
Terry O’Neil
Inger and Allen Osberg
Teruko and Charles Pace
Shishir Pardikar
Marlen Parr
Carrie Pearseall
Suzanne and Allen Peery
Gang Peng
Kris Petersen
Ruthanne and Leland Pipkin
Edward Porisch
Cindy Pound
Ira Quint
Lalitha and Balan Raman
Dorothy and Robert Ramirez
Gloria Rand
Irene and Jack Raskin
Kathryn and Brad Renner
Ann and Dave Reynolds
Polly and Michael Richardson
Esther and Ted Rickleton
Patricia and John Rose
Lisa Rosenblatt
Yoshiko Saheki
Friends of the Sammamish Library
Stephen Sanborn
Renee and Jeff Schaberg
Judy M. Schroeder
Deanna and Tony Schuler
Sherry and Gregory Schuler
Andrew Sherrill
Denise and Richard Siers
Prakash Sikchi
Anina Coder Sill
Patty and Robert Sindelar
Denise and Greg Smith
Robert Smith
William Smith
Karen Snepp
Snyder Hartung Kane
Strauss Architects
Mr. and Mrs. William Spence
Amy Stabingas
Donna and Shannon Stafford
Tamara and Bjarne Steensgaard
Alice Stenstrom
Janet and Clay Stephens
Alexander Stevens
Todd and Sarah Stine
Diane and Larry Stokke
Marcia and David Stone
Jane and Marv Strasburg
Akane Suzuki and Alex Rea
Roger Swann
Catherine Swanson
Rita A. Swensson
J. and Lisa Turner
Hanne Thiede
Randy Thomson
Tatiana Titova
Cindy and Athan Tramountanas
Tom Truesdell
Amit Uchat
Jason Van Nort
Marilyn Ward
Joan and John Watkins
Cynthia and Edward Weber
Colleen
Ann Wennerstrom
Debra Westwood
Karen Wetmore and
David Goodwin
Nancy Whittaker and Neil Charney
Irene Wickstrom
Jane and Roger Wierenga
Juli-Ann Williams
Nancy and Michael Windus
Teresa Wolber and Jeff Eustis
Ruth and Benjamin Woo
Beth Woodman
Michele Genthon and
Gary Zimmerman
Thomas Zimmermann

**Readers Circle**

Thank you to the hundreds of donors who supported library collections and services and who contributed to memorial and honor gifts.

*Gifts In-Kind*
The KCLS Foundation created *Literary Feast: The Famous Authors Cookbook* to benefit literacy and lifelong learning programs in communities across King County. This fascinating collection features nearly 100 authors and offers outstanding food, drink and dessert recipes along with author profiles and their stories about their favorite recipes. For more information, visit www.kclsfoundation.org.

Literary Feast can be ordered through:

- www.thriftbooks.com/literaryfeast
- www.thriftbooks.com/kclsf
- The KCLS Foundation office at foundation@kcls.org or 425.369.3448

*We apologize for any omissions or errors in the annual report.*

*Please notify the KCLS Foundation office of any corrections.*

King County Library System Foundation
960 Newport Way NW
Issaquah, WA 98027
425.369.3448
www.kclsfoundation.org
foundation@kcls.org

Find us on Facebook—King County Library System Foundation